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Abstract-In formal entrance examination, after 
the score is being graded, it still requires quite a lot 
of effort to record the score into database. These 
processes are inefficient, time-consuming and 
laborious. Therefore, we propose an Automatic 
Score Recording System that uses the image 
processing techniques to simplify the procedure and 
speed up the process. In the proposed system, we use 
a digital camera and an automatic feeding 
mechanism to capture the information on the answer 
sheets. In our design and arrangement, it can locate 
and recognize the bar code as well as the 
handwritten score from an answer sheet 
automatically. After the ID and the score are 
recognized, the system will record the result into the 
database. 
 
Keywords: Barcode Recognition, Handwritten 
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1. Introduction 
 

An important process in preparing for the 
entrance examination is to seal the registration 
number of the examinee on the answer sheet. After 
the score is being graded and written on the answer 
sheet, the operator takes the seal off and records the 
score into the database. In order to reduce the 
processing time and cost, we develop an Automatic 
Score Recording System [1] to recognize and record 
the handwritten score in conjunction with the ID 
encrypted in the barcode automatically. By this 
system, we can reduce the workload of the operator 
and reduce the chance of human error.  

However, in the field of the barcode recognition, 
the barcode reader has to be put manually close to 
the barcode, and the barcode needs to be pretty flat. 
For removing these limitations, we develop a 
camera-based barcode decoding mechanism in our 
system. Moreover, to conquer the problem that the 
barcode images may be defective, we propose a 
barcode recognition algorithm. The handling 
processes start from the binarization the barcode 
image by clustering method. Then, we examine the 
quality of the binarized barcode image to mark the 
defective regions for assisting the decision of the 
decoding policies. From our experimental result, we 

can recognize most of the defective barcode image 
even it is damaged quite severely. 

For the handwritten score recognition, due to the 
variety styles of a person’s writing, even for the 
same numeral character, it might have several 
different outlooks. And it is also not easy for a 
person to write continually the same numeral 
character which all have the same appearance. This 
characteristic will increase the difficulty of the 
recognition algorithm. Thus the most interesting part 
will be how to analysis and overcome the different 
geometry shapes for the same numeral character but 
in different writing styles. We choose the Region 
Growing algorithm to “see” a numeral character 
from distance. Which means we try to determine a 
numeral character from its spatial co-relation as well 
as to separate it from numeral string. 
 
2. Background 
2.1 Barcode System 

 
Barcode systems shine in terms of speed, 

flexibility, cost, accuracy, and reliability. The 
barcode is composed of a series of alternating black 
and white stripes of varying width. The most 
common examples in use today are UPC, EAN, 
Code 128, Code 39, and Interleaved 2 of 5. In this 
research, we use the Code 39 as the example. 

Code 39 (sometimes called Code 3 from 9) is a 
discrete barcode. Each character is made up of 9 bars, 
3 of which are wider than the others. A single 
character therefore consists of 5 black bars and 4 
white bars. The ratio of the bar widths can range 
from 2.2:1 to 3:1. To read a barcode reliably the 
decoder must be able to differentiate between the 
wide and narrow bars. In practice it is better to use 
barcodes close to the 3:1 ratio that allows nearly a 
50% barwidth error to occur before ambiguity occurs. 
The space between each barcode character is called 
the inter-character gap. Its width is undefined but is 
usually equivalent to a narrow white bar. The Code 
39 barcode symbology supports 43 characters plus 
an additional character used as a delimiter or 
start/stop character. The start/stop character always 
occurs as the first and last character in a complete 
barcode and is represented in the human readable 
text by the * character.  
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Figure 1.  The Code 39 barcode symbology 

 
The 43 character sets and bar width configuration 

are shown in Fig. 1. A check digit is not often used 
with Code 39 but a few critical applications may 
require one. The check digit is the modulus 43 sums 
of all the character values in the message. It is 
printed as the last data character.  

 
2.2 Region Growing 
 

The fundamental drawback of histogram-based 
region detection is that histograms provide no spatial 
information but only the distribution of gray levels. 
[2-4] Region growing approaches exploit an 
important fact that the pixels close together have 
similar gray values. 

Region growing is a useful algorithm allowing an 
extraction of different elements contained in an 
image. Main idea of this approach consists in the 
observation that the pixels belonging to one element 
of the object can possess similar properties, for 
example, the gray value. Therefore if the considered 
pixel has gray value that is near the common gray 
value of the region, this pixel can be associated into 
this region. This approach generally consists of the 
following three steps: 

Initially, a new region consists of only one pixel, 
which is called the seed pixel, is selected. This pixel 
is determined by user, and is used as a-priori 
information. The given initial pixel determines the 8-
neighbour where all pixels are sequentially checked. 
If a pixel does not belong to any other regions it can 
be associated into the given region if the difference 
between the gray value of the pixel and the averaged 
gray value of the whole region is less than a 
predefined threshold T. [5] 

Second, when the pixel is connected to the region 
the averaged gray value of this region is re-
calculated. After all the neighboring pixels are 
reviewed, new neighborhood for the enlarged region 
will be determined and the first step is repeated. The 
averaged gray value of the whole region is being 
modified therefore the pixels, being declined on 
previous steps, may be re-associated into the bigger 
region on the next steps. 

Finally, the region has to be closed if there are no 
more neighbor pixels that can be associated into this 
region. After the region is closed the averaged gray 
value is re-calculated and all the pixels belonging to 
the region have to be set to this averaged gray value. 
The pixels outer to the closed region are candidates 
of new regions and the process is continued until all 
the pixels of an image are associated into regions. 
Sometimes the goal is to determine only one closed 
region. In this case the algorithm is stopped if the 
given region is closed. 

The criteria to choose the seed in practice will 
depend on the nature of the problem. If targets need 
to be detected using infrared images for example, 
choose the brightest pixel. Or if without a-priori 
knowledge, compute the histogram and choose the 
gray-level values corresponding to the strongest 
peaks 

And how do we choose the similarity criteria? 
The homogeneity predicate can be based on any 
characteristic of the regions in the image such as 
average intensity, variance, color, texture, motion, 
shape, size and so on. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.  Region Growing algorithm 
 

3. System Overview 
 
The functional block diagram of the proposed 

system is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.  Flow chart of Automatic Score 
Recording System 

 
The first block of this system is the Image 

Acquisition process. The purpose of this process is 
to acquire the image of examinee’s score. We can 
use the automatic feeding mechanism to transfer the 
answer sheets to the designate position. The function 
of the feeding mechanism is similar to the carbon 
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Numeral 
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Barcode 
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copy machine. On top of the designate position, 
there is a digital camera responsible for the capture 
the image of the barcode and score on the answer 
sheet. After grab the image, it will be sent to the 
Image Pre-processing functional block for further 
processing. 

The second functional block is the Image Pre-
processing process. This process has two major aims 
to deal with the input image. The first is to remove 
the pixels we don’t need, such as the miscellaneous 
pixels in the background. The second is to separate 
the barcode image as well as the numeral part from 
the input image. [6-8] 

The following functional blocks will have 
different approaches depends on the image 
separation. When the barcode of interest had been 
located from a captured image, it is cut and passed to 
the Barcode Recognition functional block as an input 
barcode pattern. At first, the input pattern is an 8-bit 
gray level image. We then find an adaptive threshold 
value by the clustering method. In accordance with 
the threshold value, we can binarize the barcode 
image. Next to the binarization process, the binarized 
barcode image has to be examined by quality 
analysis. We crosscut a barcode pattern every 
predefined size to get multiple barcode samples. 
Finally, each barcode sample is checked and 
analyzed for decoding. The recognition system 
should pick out some barcode samples avoiding 
those problems in according to the analytical data. 
We will convert each barcode samples digit by digit. 
Moreover, each digit of the final answer would be an 
average from multiple barcode samples. 

The other recognition process is the Numeral 
Recognition process. In this process, we deal with 
the single numeral image and try to see and 
understand what is the meaning of this image. We 
propose an algorithm to perform the recognition 
process. The major concept of this algorithm is to 
distinguish the spatial co-relation of the background 
area. And figure out what numeral has the same 
relationship. Then we can say what numeral is this 
image represented. We use the Region Growing 
technique to find out the spatial co-relation of the 
background area. With proper modification, this 
theory can be adapted to our needs and provide a 
proper rejection rate when the input image is not 
qualified as a numeral. These recognition processes 
will be described in detail in later sections. [9][10] 

The last functional block is called the Data 
Output process. It includes matching the ID of the 
examinees, transferring the recognized score to 
database system and providing warning to operator 
when the score cannot be recognized. At the same 
time, the operator is required to compare the input 
image and the recognition result. 
 
3.1. Barcode Recognition 
 

The Barcode Recognition Process is shown in Fig. 
4. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Barcode Recognition Process 
 

Binarization by Clustering Method 
The results from global thresholding techniques 

are usually acceptable in the kind of image having 
relatively constant contrast. We use the clustering 
method to find a single threshold value to classify 
pixels to white or black cluster. We convert the 
barcode image to the intensity histogram first. The 
features of barcodes would be appeared on their 
histogram images. The key concept of the clustering 
method is to assign a pixel to its nearby cluster. 
Before classifying pixels to white or black cluster, 
we have to set an initial threshold value that could be 
defined as a value around the middle of the 
histogram. Then, in accordance with the threshold, 
the two initial clusters are constructed. In the next 
step, the center of each cluster is computed. Two 
new threshold values are obtained by averaging the 
values in the corresponding cluster. Based on the 
new threshold, we could get two new clusters, as 
shown in Fig. 5. These steps will be repeated in a 
recursive way until the threshold value is converged. 
Then, we can binarize the barcode image by the 
converged threshold value. 

 
Figure 5. The clustering steps. 
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Image Quality Analysis  
Finding a readable barcode sample by human 

beings is easy and usually can get a pretty good one. 
When the job is performed by a computer, however, 
finding a good sample is not easy. Although we can 
remedy the decoding answer by getting more 
samples to compute, bad samples will still influence 
the final answer. Especially, most of the samples are 
defective. For getting good samples from the 
barcode image, we present the process of Image 
Quality Analysis. Based on barcode features, the 
number of barcode stripes of Code 39 is 119. If a 
barcode sample is not equal to 119 stripes, it might 
be blur, or with some spot. These noises would let 
the system make wrong decision, such as getting 
wrong stripe size, error separation, or making wrong 
width ratio to decode. Hence, these unreadable 
samples would be marked. To get barcode samples, 
we choose a value as an interval to crosscut the 
binarized barcode image. 
Decoding  

According to the analysis of a barcode image, we 
choose readable barcode sample lines to decode. In 
order to recognize each digit of barcode, we group 
nine stripes as a unit. We set the shortest stripe to 1. 
Then, we computed the ratio of each stripes. If the 
ratio is greater than 2, set as 1, otherwise, set as 0. 
Then, we divide these stripes to spaces and bars 
group. Finally, in accordance with Code 39 encoding 
rules, we can recognize the barcode correctly. 
 
3.2. Numeral Recognition 
 

In this section, we use the Region Growing 
Algorithm on the handwritten numeral recognition. 
This algorithm is also suitable for all kinds of 
handwriting numeral: cursive, hand-printed and 
mixed. Fig. 6 demonstrates the operation sequence 
of our algorithm. According to the algorithm, we try 
to find two major features from the input image. 
These are the “Hollow feature” and “Concave 
feature”. 
Hollow Feature  

Hollow feature describes the background area 
reside in the foreground area, and it is surrounded by 
the foreground pixels. We will calculate the size of 
the hollow area to decide whether this area is big 
enough to take into account. This feature is also very 
important in this algorithm because it can help us to 
separate the numeral initially. 
Concave Feature 

Concave feature describes the concavity in each 
numeral’s outer profile. We use simple formula to 
calculated concavity as follows: 

 wdc /=   (1) 
Where d is the size and w is the width of the 

concave curve, respectively. In our system, if c is 
greater than certain threshold, the concave feature is 
taken into consideration; otherwise, it is treated as 

invalid and will be ignored. We also calculate 
concave curve’s property and put into two categories, 
the left and right open direction.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.  The Region Growing Algorithm 
 

4. Experiment Result 
 

In this paper, we use the MATLAB software to 
develop the major algorithm of the Automatic Score 
Recording System. It includes the barcode and 
numeral recognition. For experimenting on the part 
of barcode, all of the barcode images we captured 
are the Code 39 barcodes. 

For clear and clean barcode images, the proposed 
system can decode all of them correctly. For 
defective barcode images, such as twisted or banded 
barcode images, the recognition accuracy is more 
than 90%. Figure 7 shows some barcode samples 
and their decoding results. 

To verify the effectiveness of the numeral 
recognition algorithm, we use the MNIST database 
of handwritten digits as the input source to test the 
algorithm in our experiment. 

The test set examples of the MNIST database is 
the input to our programs. The programs will process 
all the images sequentially. Once the result of an 
image comes out. It will be compared with the 
numeral in the test set index file. After the 
comparison, the image can be categorized into two 
groups, one group is the images that can be 
recognized by our algorithm successfully, the other 
group is the images being rejected by the program 
and requiring the attention of the operator. Some of 
the rejected examples are shown in Fig 8. 
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(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(c) 
Figure 7.  Barcode samples and decoding 
results. 

 
There are a total of 10,000 images in the test set 

of the MNIST database has been processed by our 
programs. The recognition rate of our algorithm is 
84%. However, the recognition rate for the MNIST 
database is not a limitation to our algorithm. But, in 

general the symbol listed in the rejected examples is 
not a normal writing of a numeral. The mystery is 
controlled in the classification section of the program.  
 

Figure 8.  Examples of rejected handwritten 
numeral by our system. 
 
5. Conclusion and Future Works 
 

An Automatic Score Recording System is 
presented in this paper. This system is designed to 
ease the workload of the operator to key in the score 
of the examinees in the entrance examination. In the 
part of barcode recognition, our proposed barcode 
recognition system is based on the barcode image 
quality analysis. If the resolution of barcode images 
is enough, our system could decode correctly for 
most of barcode images even they are defective. 
However, if the captured image is too blurred or 
more than half of the samples are bad, we might get 
a wrong answer. How to automatically capture good 
barcode images is a topic worth further investigation. 

In the numeral recognition part, the recognition 
algorithm in our system can be adapted to other 
application of handwritten recognition. In the 
proposed algorithm, we use the Region growing 
algorithm on the input image classification. 

The major difference of the recognition algorithm 
used between this research and other approaches is 
the way of looking a numeral image. We adopt the 
concept of spatial co-relation to find out which 
numeral is the image represented by the co-relation 
of the background area of the image. Rather than 
find out the features of foreground strokes, such as 
end points, fork points, circles and so on. The 
specialties of this approach are the tolerance of 
different writing style and the thickness of strokes. 
And these specialties make this algorithm more 
suitable for the applications of handwritten numeral 
recognition.  

The future work in our algorithm is to replace the 
classification method by the machine learning 
technique such as neural network approaches that 
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may be faster and easier in recognizing the 
handwritten numeral. Then the training set of the 
MNIST database will have different level of help on 
our algorithm. Another target we can work on is 
adapted the same idea on other field of handwritten 
recognition, such as pattern recognition, alphabetical 
character recognition and so on. 
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